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W H A T  I S  Ā T MĀ

Print the .pdf file on regular 8x11 paper (8.5x14 for the
Mount Api tracking sheet). 
Dust off your old chessboard, turn it 45 degrees into a
diamond, and set it up as per the instructions.
Find 10 spirit realm markers or use the paper printouts.
Find 10 circular markers (keyrings work great) for marking
enchantments and curses.

1x Certificate of Ownership.
2x Spirit Power Cards (Light and Dark)
10x Spirit Realm Markers (wooden)
4x Mana/Enlightenment Trackers (glass)
10x Enchantment and Curse Halos (wooden)
1x Mount Api enlightenment score tracking poster.
1x Standard pouch carrying case.
1x Instruction manual.

ĀTMĀ: Spirit Chess is a unique spiritual variation on standard
chess. ĀTMĀ is played on a diamond chessboard that is
divided in half by the spiritual realm. Capture your friend's
pieces and control the spirit realm to earn enlightenment
points; the first to 99 points wins. To acquire a strategic
advantage over your friend, you can tap into chaotic, light,
and dark spiritual powers. ĀTMĀ integrates mindful breathing
and additional layers strategy to the classic game of chess.

Some play ATMA to win; others play ATMA to practice
mindfulness and enjoy the company of their friend. You decide
how you want to play.

Free Package: A great way to try out ĀTMĀ 

Simplicity Package: Everything you need to start playing
while using your own chessboard and pieces.

ĀTMĀ Spiritual Avatars: Expansion Packs
ĀTMĀ will continue to grow through Spiritual Avatar
Packs. Each pack includes a light and dark version of
the Avatar and a Spirit Power Card with additional spirit
powers (not displayed).
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Ā T MĀ  O R I G I N

Long ago, a cataclysmic incident in the upper world, often referred to
as The Great Divide, resulted in the universe being divided in two. 

Rather than peaceful singularity, the universe was forced into a
dichotomy (light vs. dark). This resulted in right and wrong, rich and
poor, just and unjust; the list goes on. 

In this universe, unenlightened mortals mindlessly created dichotomies
into all of their creations. Whether they created games, sports,
institutions, or ideologies, there were always winners or losers, allies or
enemies.  Winners and allies are worshiped, losers and enemies are
shamed. Fragile egos lusted for victory, a self-destructive state of man. 

Nine millennia ago, on the mountain tops of Mount Api, the Order of
the Orb (OO) was formed to keep balance. The Order of the Orb
consisted of the most enlightened spiritual masters from the material
and the spiritual realms.  However, two millennia ago, the OO were
banished by those that did not desire balance. Now, Earth is nearing a
divisive collapse. Can you help?

To maintain balance on Earth, the OO would play a sacred game. The
game was called ĀTMĀ, also known as high-chess or spirit-chess. The
OO played on a floating 8x8 board. The game pieces and rules are the
same as standard chess, with one significant difference: ĀTMĀ opens
the spirit realm. When a player’s pieces are in the spirit realm, they
access special light, dark, and chaotic spiritual powers.

ĀTMĀ is a game of strategy, compassion, and mindfulness, conjured by
the greatest minds to ever have existed. In ĀTMĀ, you will find you are
playing more than a game. Rather than opponents, you are on a
journey as friends. Every game you play will help balance the unstable
dichotomies of our world.  

Welcome to the Order of the Orb, friends. 02

G A M E  P R E P A R A T I O N

The Order of the Orb (the OO) would summon a special spiritual
board to play ATMA. However, if you do not have a 9x9 board, you
can open the spirit realm with an 8x8 standard chessboard by
rotating it into a diamond shape. Novice and expert chess players
alike will enjoy the new perspective the diamond board offers. Learn
to play with a more fluid strategy and escape the monotonous
habitual strategies of standard chess.

Gameplay Environment 
Taking time to set the mood before the match is important. The goal
is to pleasantly activate all five senses while playing ĀTMĀ. 

Both players should be comfortably seated, with their favourite
beverage and snack nearby, in a peaceful location, with non-lyrical
calming music or nature sounds playing in the background. If music
or sound is distracting to one player, the game should be played in
silence. Light up an incense stick if you have one around during the
setup of the match. Try to activate all of your five senses if you can.

Each piece should be placed mindfully with care and
concentration. The OO believed that each piece was an extension
of themselves, and they were grateful for their service. Each piece
should be facing forward and placed in the exact center of each
square. Move with mindful care.

During gameplay, one should take a calming breathe before each
turn. Breathe in for 3 seconds, hold for 3 seconds and breathe
out for 3 seconds. You will benefit from a calm oxygen-filled mind.

You have complete autonomy on how you play and how mindful you
want to be while playing.  Find out what works best for you while
being respectful of your friend's preferences. A player's mindful
preferences are not something to police or judge.



B O A R D  S E T U P  
8 X 8  S T A N D A R D  C H E S S  B O A R D

Rotate the board so that it creates a diamond shape—place pieces as shown in the diagram. You will have four pawns that do not start in
the game. However, the pawns can be summoned into the game through spiritual powers.

Playing on a diamond opens the spirit realm across the center of the board. There are ten spirit realm spaces in total—one under each King
space and eight spaces along the middle diagonal of the board (represented by the flowers). 

Setup the pieces with your King in the corner and your Knight on your right. There will be four remaining pawns that can be summoned into
the match using spiritual powers. You will find that most games are played in the center of the board around the spirit realm. This makes the
two opposing pawns (sometimes referred to as the monks since they are the closest to the spirit world) essential in controlling the board. 03

G A M E P L A Y  M O D E S

In ĀTMĀ, there are three gameplay modes. Depending on your skill
level, you may want to play a more straightforward style of ĀTMĀ.

1. Pupil Mode: Best for beginners of chess. You play multiple
matches to obtain 99 enlightenment points, but the spirit realm is
closed. You collect enlightenment points by capturing your friend's
pieces.

2. Monk Mode: You play multiple matches to obtain 99
enlightenment points with the spirit realm open, but you cannot
use your light, dark, or chaotic spiritual powers. However, you
can use the additional spirit power of blood sacrifice. You collect
enlightenment points by capturing your friend's pieces and by
collecting mana. 

3. The OO Mode: You play multiple matches to obtain 99
enlightenment points with the spirit realm open, and you can use
all spiritual powers. You collect enlightenment points by capturing
your friend's pieces and by collecting mana. 



O R D E R  O F  P L A Y

The OO considered light and dark players equal. To decide
who moves first, toss a coin. 

At the start of your turn, breath, then: 

1. Decide if you want to use spirit powers (spend mana)

2. Move a chess piece according to standard chess rules.

3. Collect your mana: Check spirit realm balance and
collect your mana (2, 1, or 0). 

Be mindful! If you forget, you miss out! You can be kind and
remind your friend to collect their mana.

P I E C E S  &  M O V E M E N T S

All chess pieces move and capture the same as in standard
chess (see standard chess rules); Pawns move forward and
capture to their diagonal left or right, even though it may look
different to standard chess. E.g., Pawn C2, on its first move, can
move forward to D3 or two spaces to E4. In position E4, the
pawn could capture E5 or F4 or move forward to F5. In ĀTMĀ,
Kings are referred to as your spiritual avatar.

C O L L E C T I N G  M A N A  
( C H E C K I N G  S P I R I T  R E A L M  B A L A N C E )

To use a spirit power, you must have enough mana. You
collect more mana by occupying more spirit realm spaces
than your friend.  

At the end of your turn, check who has more chess pieces in
the spirit realm.
If in balance, you have an equal number of pieces on
spiritual spaces as your friend; therefore, collect (1) mana. If
you have more pieces on spiritual spaces, collect (2) mana.
If you have fewer pieces on spiritual spaces, collect (0)
mana. 

Keep track of your mana using the numbers on the
border of your Spirit Power Card. 
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U S I N G  S P I R I T  P O W E R S  

In 8x8 ATMA Chess, both players have access to the same
nine primary spirit powers. Expansion packs will give you
access to specific spiritual avatars. Each avatar will have their
own unique set of spiritual powers and movements. 

You can be as creative as you want when you use your spirit
powers. For example, you can say, “I give this pawn a sword of
back-slash,” or “I raise the dead by sacrificing my nose hairs,”
or “I reverse time by doing 20 perfect backflips,” or “I blind
them with a billion puppies.” 

Be creative and have fun! 

There is a cost to use spirit powers. It costs (3) mana for Light,
(6) for Dark, and (9) for Chaos powers. Subtract the mana
used from your Spirit Card after using a power. 

To keep track of enchantments and curses, place a halo on
top of your piece for light powers and below for dark
powers.

Additional spirit moves:
Blood Sacrifice: sacrifice one of your pieces (becomes
captured) and collect one additional mana (1 mana per unit).
Remove Curse: remove a curse for (9) mana.

E N L I G H T E N M E N T  P O I N T S  ( 9 9 )  

ĀTMĀ is a journey with a friend towards enlightenment. When
you climb to 99 points, you will have attained enlightenment. 

All captured pieces are worth (3) enlightenment points,
except for your King, which is worth (9) enlightenment points.
Each mana is worth (1) enlightenment point.

If you both reach 99 points at the end of a match, whoever
has the highest points is "more enlightened". On average,
friends will need to play two or three matches to reach 99
enlightenment points. For a legacy game, keep a running
total over multiple games to see who reaches 999 first!

Use the Mount Api poster to keep track of your journey, or
use a scrap piece of paper to tally the points.

E N D  O F  M A T C H

There are two conditions to ending a current match:

1.  Capture the King/Avatar (checkmate).
2. Capture all chess pieces other than the King/Avatar.

Tally up your enlightenment points and mindfully reset the
board. You can switch colours with your friend.

For the latest ATMA avatar expansion packs visit:

www.ATMAchess.com
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CERTIFICATECERTIFICATECERTIFICATE
OF OWNERSHIPOF OWNERSHIPOF OWNERSHIP

ĀTMĀĀTMĀĀTMĀ

E S T .  2 0 2 1E S T .  2 0 2 1E S T .  2 0 2 1

ĀTMĀĀTMĀ
"The strategy of life must be played in both the material and spiritual realms""The strategy of life must be played in both the material and spiritual realms""The strategy of life must be played in both the material and spiritual realms"

ID: FREE999999999



Ā T MĀ  O W N E R S

I believe that knowledge or wealth should not be coveted; therefore, anyone that purchases this game will become a part-owner. You
get to vote on the game direction and will be paid an annual dividend ($) for as long as the game is profitable. Register to become
an owner at www.ATMAchess.com with your unique code. The more expansions you own and register, the larger your annual dividend.

If the game does well, everyone does well. If the game does better, everyone does better.

Additionally, once I have acquired financial stability, I vow to "Willy Wonka," the company, franchise, and rights to a lucky ĀTMĀ owner.
Who knows, you may find the golden ticket!

The concept of ĀTMĀ came to me during a morning meditation on October 31st, 2021. Within the next three days, I refined the rules,
design, and gameplay philosophy, bouncing ideas off friends and family. Whatever your beliefs on spirituality, religion, science, politics, or
life, we can agree that this game came to me like a flash of inspiration, a sober moment of pure flow.

I have designed this game to bring friends together. Remember, a stranger is only a friend you have not had a chance to meet yet. 
 Language is influential in shaping our reality. I have purposefully aimed to remove the dichotomous language. You have a choice; see this
game as two opposing forces attacking each other to see who is victorious, or you can see it as a journey of two friends climbing their
way up a mountain towards enlightenment. At the end of the game, each has made progress, just at a different pace. Take time to be
mindful of your own and your friend's wellbeing during the game. Don't forget to breathe!

This game will introduce some basics of spiritual mindfulness, breathing, self-awareness, creativity, and compassion into the gameplay. We
each have free will. You have the choice to integrate these spiritual elements of the gameplay for yourself, but be respectful of those that
may not yet feel comfortable. As in the game, we are all on our path towards the same destination. 

Love all & observe without judgment.

- Dylan PG Smibert 

   ĀTMĀ Creator
Unique Code

FREE999999999

"The strategy of life must be played in both the material and spiritual realms"
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LIGHT

333

DARK

666

CHAOS

999
S W O R D  O F  . . .

The enchanted pawn can capture both

forward and backward. Pawn still can

only move forward not backward. **

Enchantment halos placed above pawn.

. . .  O F  I N V I S I B I L I T Y

The enchanted piece can move

unhindered through any piece(s) in its

path **Cannot capture while invisible.  

 **Lasts for only one move.

A R M O U R  O F  . . .

The enchanted piece is protected against

mind control and blindness powers. The

armour dissolves if a dark power is cast

on the piece. 

ADDITIONAL ACTIONS:

Blood Sacrifice a ...  sacrifice one of your pieces (becomes captured) and gain additional mana (1 mana per unit).

Cure Curse ... on your turn, you may cure a curse for (9) mana. 

 

R A I S E  A  G O L E M  B Y  . . .

Create a pawn Golem from your spare

pawns. It must be placed on an available

spirit space. **Your Golem can move but

cannot capture until your next turn.

B L I N D  T H E M  W I T H  . . .

A friend's cursed piece can only move one

space at a time. The curse will remain

until the piece is captured or the curse is

cured.*Halo placed under piece.

S P L I T  T I M E  W I T H  . . .

A player can make one additional move

on their turn. Two moves with the same or

one move with two different pieces.
**Cannot checkmate on the extra movement.

R E V E R S E  T I M E  B Y . . .

Reverse the last move of your friend.

Returning all pieces and reversing spirit

powers. **Your piece can move but

cannot capture until your next turn. 

M I N D  C O N T R O L  W I T H  . . .

Take control and move a friend's piece for

one turn. You also will get to move your

own piece afterward.
**Cannot checkmate on this turn.

O P E N  B L A C K H O L E  W I T H . . .

Cast on an empty square. For the

remainder of the game, pieces traveling

over the black hole space or landing on

the space will be captured.
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O R D E R  O F  P L A Y  

1. Breathe (inhale 3 seconds - hold 3 - exhale 3)
2. Spirit Realm Move: use any spiritual powers.
3. Material Realm Move: move your chess piece.
4. Observe Balance: collect your mana (0, 1, or 2) and
keep track using this spirit card.

**Be very mindful on your turn. If you skip ahead or miss
collecting your points, you do not get to reverse time.** 

Mana Collection
If in balance, you have an equal number of pieces on
spiritual spaces as your friend. Therefore, collect (1)
mana. If you have more pieces on spiritual spaces
(advantage), collect (2) mana. If you have fewer
pieces on spiritual spaces (disadvantage), collect (0)
mana. 

"If your friend has less than you, you get 2."
"If you are equal, you get 1."

Spirit Powers 
When you use a spiritual power at the beginning of your
turn, say which power you will use (creatively if you
want), then subtract the mana cost associated with the
power (3, 6, or 9) from your mana tracker.

Place a halo marker on top of your piece for Light
spirit powers, like sword and armour enchantments. 

For Dark spirit powers, like blindness and mind control,
place a halo marker under the piece.

E N D  O F  G A M E

End Match by either
1.    Checkmating the King (Spiritual Avatar) 
2. Capturing all of your friend's pieces (without
checkmate).

Enlightenment Points (99 to Enlightenment)
All captured pieces are worth (3) enlightenment points,
except for your King (Spiritual Avatar), which is worth (9)
points. Each mana is worth (1) enlightenment point. If both
reach enlightenment at the end of a match, the highest
number of enlightenment points past 99 is considered
more enlightened. 
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O R D E R  O F  P L A Y  

1. Breathe (inhale 3 seconds - hold 3 - exhale 3)
2. Spirit Realm Move: use any spiritual powers.
3. Material Realm Move: move your chess piece.
4. Observe Balance: collect your mana (0, 1, or 2) and
keep track using this spirit card.

**Be very mindful on your turn. If you skip ahead or miss
collecting your points, you do not get to reverse time.** 

Mana Collection
If in balance, you have an equal number of pieces on
spiritual spaces as your friend. Therefore, collect (1)
mana. If you have more pieces on spiritual spaces
(advantage), collect (2) mana. If you have fewer
pieces on spiritual spaces (disadvantage), collect (0)
mana. 
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"If you are equal, you get 1."
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turn, say which power you will use (creatively if you
want), then subtract the mana cost associated with the
power (3, 6, or 9) from your mana tracker.
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spirit powers, like sword and armour enchantments. 

For Dark spirit powers, like blindness and mind control,
place a halo marker under the piece.

E N D  O F  G A M E

End Match by either
1.    Checkmating the King (Spiritual Avatar) 
2. Capturing all of your friend's pieces (without
checkmate).

Enlightenment Points (99 to Enlightenment)
All captured pieces are worth (3) enlightenment points,
except for your King (Spiritual Avatar), which is worth (9)
points. Each mana is worth (1) enlightenment point. If both
reach enlightenment at the end of a match, the highest
number of enlightenment points past 99 is considered
more enlightened. 
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Curse and Enchantment  Markers

- Free Printouts - 
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